Abstract—Privacy-preserving neural network (NN) inference solutions under homomorphic encryption (HE) have recently gained significant traction with several solutions that provide different latency-bandwidth trade-offs. Pruning the parameters of a NN model is a well-known approach to improving inference latency. However, pruning methods that are useful in the plaintext context may lend nearly negligible improvement in the HE case. In this work, we propose a novel set of pruning methods that reduce the latency and memory requirement, thus bringing the effectiveness of plaintext pruning methods to the HE case. We evaluate our methods on an autoencoder architecture and show that they fail for any reasonably-sized packing shape. We adapt various NN pruning strategies from plaintext ML to our scenario of non-interactive HE under SIMD packing and show that they fail for any reasonably-sized packing shape. This is due to the fundamental reason that while pruning may introduce zeros, the zeros reside in a ciphertext where even one other element is a non-zero, then the ciphertext cannot be eliminated. For example, a simple 25×25 grayscale image may be packed into a set of 49 (= ⌈25×25/4⌉) 4×4 tiles.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Ciphertext Packing in Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

Typical HE schemes perform computation in the form of single-instruction, multiple data (SIMD). One recent work, called HeLayers [3], is a framework that proposes efficient packing of multi-dimensional inputs by decomposing the input into tiles that are each packed into a separate ciphertext. For example, a simple 25×25 grayscale image may be packed into a set of 49 (= ⌈25×25/4⌉) 4×4 tiles.

B. Neural Network (NN) Pruning

One common technique to address the problem of complex and large ML models with high memory and latency requirements is pruning. e.g. pruning NN convolutional filters, FC weights or even entire nodes from a trained model. We adapt various NN pruning strategies from plaintext ML to our scenario of non-interactive HE under SIMD packing and show that they fail for any reasonably-sized packing shape. This is due to the fundamental reason that while pruning may introduce zeros, the zeros reside in a ciphertext where even one other element is a non-zero, then the ciphertext cannot be eliminated. For example, when we aggressively pruned 85% of weights in our network with our best pruning scheme, only 17% of the ciphertexts were eliminated.

III. PROPOSAL

In this work, we explore several pruning methods that we summarize in Table I; however, we deep-dive on the P4E scheme only, for brevity. Universally, our methods accept a pruning fraction as input which indicates the fraction of the target to prune, where the target can be weights or neurons. Weight pruning is illustrated in Figure 1 (i)-(ii). The pruning criteria we consider include (i) pruning uniformly at random, i.e. randomly pruning neurons or randomly setting weights to zero, and (ii) pruning based on some threshold, e.g. the L1-norm of a weight. The scope of pruning indicates whether the pruning is done layer-by-layer, or all at once. When using the random criterion, the scope does not have an impact on the resulting density either.
Our most important contributions are the permute and expand operations (Figure 1 (ii)-(iv)). Permutation is performed after the pruning step for P2, P3, and P3E. Expansion is used in the P4 and P4E schemes. The permute operation permutes the rows and columns of the weight matrices after the pruning operation to essentially congregate the zero elements together. For our particular implementation, we first concatenate adjacent matrices, e.g. \( W_{AB} \) and \( W_{BC} \) in round 1, and \( W_{BC} \) and \( W_{CD} \) in round 2. We then feed each row of the concatenated matrix as a vector (after thresholding) into a \( k \)-means clustering pass, that groups together rows with zeros in similar indices. The Hamming distance is used as the distance function for clustering. Each set of rounds is repeated for several iterations, until the number of zero tiles cannot be improved further. Figure 1 (iii) shows how this approach increases the percentage of zero tiles from 10% to 35%.

The expand operation is a reversal of the pruning operation, where we search for tiles that are not completely zero, i.e. they hold zeros and non-zeros, and we un-prune the zero elements inside them. The motivation behind this action lies in the motivation to perform pruning, which is to reduce the number of active tiles. If a tile is not reduced, i.e. it has non-zero elements, then we cannot ignore it, and because we do not gain any performance benefits, it is best to fully utilize its elements to improve the accuracy of the model.

IV. Evaluation

We compare our best method (P4E) with an adaption of a scheme called Hunter [2] to a non-interactive solution, which we refer to as P2T. We construct four variants of P2T, viz. Gl/T-Avg/-. Gl/T-Max/-, Lc/T-Avg/- and Lc/T-Max/-). All of these use a one-shot pruning (no permutation or expansion) that is packing-aware, with the scope and reduction criterion specified by the first two parameters in the scheme name.

The results for MNIST inference on an autoencoder with 1 FC layer of size 32 are shown in Figure 2 for 2 tile shapes. Note that we obtain similar results for CIFAR-10, but we omit the analysis for this work. Our scheme outperforms P2T because the variance of weights held in each tile grows with the size of the tile, i.e. the larger the tile size, the more the chances that it holds a set of weights that are different in magnitude. When all of these weights are pruned at once, as is done in P2T, it leads to degradation in model accuracy, since important weights are pruned away along with unimportant ones. The general trend is that the degradation for P2T is much worse as the tile size increases, compared to P4E. These results effectively showcase the benefits of our prune, permute and expand approaches, in lieu of blind packing-aware pruning schemes, such as P2T.

V. Conclusion

We present a framework of pruning for HE-enabled NN inference that combines four critical primitives, viz. pruning, permutation, expansion and packing. We adapted a state-of-the-art pruning technique called Hunter [2] to the non-interactive scenario and compared our best scheme against theirs, in terms of reconstruction loss and the fractions of ciphertexts eliminated, achieving \( \sim 2 \times \) reduction in number of ciphertexts for roughly the same loss, compared to Hunter.
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